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Abstract:
A simple sentence consists of a single independent clause. A multiple sentence contains one or more clauses as its immediate constituents. Multiple sentences are either compound or complex. In a compound sentence the immediate constituents are two or more coordinate clause. In a complex sentence one or more of its elements, such as direct object or adverbial, are realized by a subordinate. Simple sentence may be divided into four major syntactic classes, whose use correlates with different communicative functions; we have in Albanian and English same structure of forms e.g.

a. The sentence that has the subject and is always present and usually precedes the verb and it is positive sentence:
The teacher will speak to the dean today.
Mësuesi do të flënë me dekanin sot.

b. The question sentence forms have three or more models of making and noun is the kernel e.g.
Will teacher speak to the dean today?
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1. Introduction

In Albanian and English we have same structure of sentence (simple, compound or complex sentence). The major of elements or constituents that can be found in clauses are subject, predicate, object, complement etc.

---

For Albanian and English, most linguists agree on the need to recognize at least the following word classes: **noun, verb, adjective, preposition, adverb, determinative** and **conjunction**. Each of these word classes is illustrated in the sentence below. The noun or noun phrase can be subject, object, and predicate (…) in the meaning of the structure of syntax. “The kernel sentence, then, has two main parts – a **subject** and a **predicate**. The subject consists of noun phrase, the predicate consists of the verb phrase”.

We may begin our inquiry into the study of syntax between Albanian and English. Both of languages have their structure which we can compare and during the study (in this chapter) we can see the different between Albanian and English (for more see from chapter 7.1.1-7.2.1). They have same **subject, predicate, object** etc. (but different structure). There are four main types of sentences: **simple, compound, complex** and **compound complex**.

By the simple sentence we can see the structure between Albanian and English, too e.g.

**Maca e mbyeti miun.**

S (NP) P (VP) O(NP)

The cat killed the mouse.

S (NP) P (VP) O(NP)

The noun in the simple sentence usually is the same by the structure between Albanian and English, but sometimes has some different e.g.

**They are from Prishtina.**

S P DO

In English language it is obligation to repeat the predicate and subject too, but in Albanian is not necessary to repeat the subject, because by the predicate we understand for what does the sentence has meaning. The sentence “The cat killed the mouse” we have the definite article “the” that use before the noun, and in Albanian it is contrast, it can use how suffix (Alb.) for example “the cat -- maca”.

In both of languages we can see a lot of problems in the compound sentence, or in the complex sentence e.g.

**The chairman of the committee and the loquacious politician clashed when the meeting started.**

\[D \quad N \quad P \quad D \quad N \quad C \quad D \quad Adj.\]

\[N \quad V \quad C \quad D \quad N \quad V\]

---


We can see some nouns with different function in this compound sentence, it is same and in Albanian. We can consider the compound sentence has more nouns with the function subject, direct or indirect object etc.

In this chapter we introduce two concepts which are essential for the description, comparative, contras and generative of the grammar of noun words and noun phrase in the Albanian and English.

A complex sentence has one dependent clause (headed by a subordinating conjunction or a relative pronoun) joined to an independent clause e.g.

**People** who read **comics** rarely read **novels**.

Njerëzit që lexojnë **komik** rrallë lexojnë **novela**.

**The man** gave me a book.

A **compound-complex sentence** has two independent clauses joined to one or more dependent clauses e.g.

a. Arta reads romans, **but Agroni reads novels** because books are too difficult.

Independent clause | Independent clause | dependent clause
--- | --- | ---
Arta reads romans | but Agroni reads novels | because books are too difficult

b. Arta lexon romane **por Agroni lexon novela** sepse librat janë të vështira.

Independent clause | Independent clause | dependent clause
--- | --- | ---
Arta lexon romane | por Agroni lexon novela | sepse librat janë të vështira

Grammar is traditionally subdivided into two different but inter-related areas of study – morphology and syntax. Morphology is the study of how words are formed out of smaller units (called morphemes), and so addresses question such as “what are the components morphemes of a word like atthedashes - patriotic…? Syntax is the study of the way in which phrases and sentences are structured out of words, and so addresses question like “What’s the president doing? And what is the nature of the grammatical operation by which is component words are combined together to form the overall sentence structure?”

According to their structure, sentences are classification into simple, complex and compound sentence.

Let us consider a simple sentence first. **Anna sang**. A simple sentence has one independent clause. This is same in Albanian and English languages e.g.

**Tomi** lexon **librin**.

**Tome** reads the book.

**Teuta** works in the garden.

---


Teuta punon në kopsht.
John speaks English well.
Johni e flet mirë anglishten.
Arbeni reads a newspaper.
Arbeni lexon gazeten.
Arbeni and Teuta read books. (Compound\textsuperscript{ix} subject)
Tome and Arta read and enjoys books. (Compound verb)
Tome reads books and newspapers. (Compound direct object)

Those are the sentences that consist of only one main clause and no subclasses. The noun Anna, (Teuta, John, Arbeni) is the subject, where the sang (works, speaks, read) is the predicate. A simple sentence consists of a subject and one predicator.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{tikzpicture}
\node (subject) {noun (N)};
\node (predicate) [right of=subject, yshift=-1cm] {verb (N)};
\draw [->] (subject) -- (predicate);
\node (Teuta) [left of=subject, xshift=-2cm] {Teuta};
\node (work) [right of=predicate, xshift=2cm] {works\textsuperscript{ix}};
\end{tikzpicture}
\caption{Figure 1}
\end{figure}

To indicate that both noun and the verb work are not only constituents but phrases, and we can say that the sentence Teuta works consists of the noun phrase Teuta and the verb phrase works.

The noun is the head of the simple or complex sentence. In both of languages we have spoken for the structure of morphology and syntax, but now we shall speak for clauses and clause structure whenever a statement is true in both of languages (Albanian and English) and for sentence, too e.g.

The sentence in Albanian language e.g.
\begin{verbatim}
Nga dera doli një vazë shtathedhur. (Cs)
Rr K/P K/S P
Benit iu kthye vajza nga Wiena. (Cs)
IO P K DO\textsuperscript{xi}
\end{verbatim}

Mary is in the flat. (eng)

He gives me expensive present.

The daughter is sleeping. ----- The daughter is asleep.

The clause types in both of languages are productive.

The form SVOO clause can be transformed into SVOA clauses by the substitution of a preposition phrase for the indirect object, with the change of order and it is same in both of languages e.g.

He sent Arta’s a card. ---- He sent a card to Arta.

He left Arta’s card. ------ He left a card for Artën.

How we see by the example the simple sentence in the both of languages have only one predicate and only one subject, object etc. The noun is the head of the simple sentence and in fact it is subject, object, and (predicate).

A simple sentence consists of a single independent clause. A multiple sentence contains one or more clauses as its immediate constituents. Multiple sentences are either compound or complex. In a compound sentence the immediate constituents are two or more coordinate clause. In a complex sentence one or more of its elements, such as direct object or adverbial, are realized by a subordinate.

Simple sentence may be divided into four major syntactic classes, whose use correlates with different communicative functions, we have in Albanian and English same structure of forms e.g.

c. The sentence that has the subject and is always present and usually precedes the verb and it is positive sentence:

The teacher will speak to the dean today.

Mësuesi do të flet me dekanin sot.

d. The question sentence forms have three or more models of making and noun is the kernel e.g.

Will teacher speak to the dean today?
Who will you speak to?
You will speak to the dean?
   e. The model of sentence which normally hasn’t subject and the verb is in the imperative e.g.
Speak to the dean today.
Fol me dekanin sot.

If two or more sentences have identical or very similar structure, this parallelism connects the sentences, the connection being further reinforced by lexical equivalences and implication of semantic relationship (usually of contrast):
John put his career before his family. Bill put his family before his career.

A sentence may be one of four kinds, depending upon the number and type(s) of clauses it contains. The noun in independent clause, dependent clause and simple sentence is the head of the meaning. It can be subject, direct object, indirect object or predicate.

In the **independent clause** contains a subject, a verb, and a complete thought e.g.
I spoke with my teacher last week.

A **dependent clause** sentence in Albanian and English languages has a subject and a verb, but don’t have complete thought e.g.
I spoke to him after he has past the exam.

In both of languages the simple sentence has one independent clause.

A **dependent clause** contains a subject and a verb, but **no complete thought**.

By the forms of sentence we can consider the nouns (and verbs) are the head (kernel) of sentences. Albanian and English have some kinds of simple sentences e.g.

The first model is the positive or declarative sentence e.g.
Teuta is a student. Teuta është studente.

The second kind of sentence is called imperative because gives a command, make a request etc. e.g.
Go to your school. Shko në shkollë.
Go by bus. Shko me autobus.
Please lend me your dictionary. Ju lutem mund t’iu huazoj fjalorin tuaj.

---

Ibiden, p. 308.
The third kind of sentence is called interrogative (or question sentence) because make a question for something e.g.
Where is Tomi?  
Ku është Tomi?
What is your name?  
Si e keni emrin?

The fourth kind of sentence is the exclamatory sentence that expresses feeling, surprise, wonder, happiness etc. e.g.
To hold me to the letter of your law!
Look on my works, you Mighty, and despair!\textsuperscript{xvi}
Hold, What a shame!
Boy, am I tired!

The compound and complex sentence

The mayor types of multiple sentences are the compound and the complex.

In a compound sentence the immediate constituents are two or more coordinate clause. In a complex sentence one or more of its elements, such as direct object or adverbial, are realized by a subordinate.\textsuperscript{xvii} In Albanian and English this type is productive. The complex sentence is like a simple sentence but the different is that has one or more subordinate clause functioning than the simple sentence. In both of languages the noun is the head of sentence.

We have four kinds of compound sentence:

a) **Independent compound sentence** (Albanian conjunction and English: e, edhe, dhe, as, por, mirëpo, ndërsa, po, kurse, edhe...edhe, as...as... etc, or English and, but, yet, so etc).

b) **Dependent compound sentence** (Albanian conjunction and English: sepse, nëse, që, se, sikur, si, po, se, ngaqë, if, because, that, how, however etc.

c) The compound sentence with semicolon don’t have co-ordinates, such as (and, but, so, because, if etc.)

d) The compound complex sentence.

Compound sentences consist of two or more independent clauses that can make of coordinating conjunctions e.g.

\textbf{Ajo e ka dëgjuar një zë poshtë dhe i ka telefonuar prindrit e saj.}  
She heard a noise downstairs and phoned her parents.

\textbf{Teuta nuk shkoi në shkollë sepse ajo ishte e sëmurë}  
Teuta didn’t go to school because she was ill.


His father used to be rich and he will buy a new car.
I don't like dogs, and my sister doesn't like cats.
You can write on paper, or you can use a computer.
A tree fell onto the school roof in a storm, but none of the students was injured.

The noun in the simple, complex or compound sentence usually is subject, object etc. Contains two independent clauses that are joined by a coordinating conjunction. The most common coordinating conjunctions are: (Alb.) dhe, e, edhe, as, as as…, – (eng.) and, or, but, so… etc.

A. I feel to speak Albanian, and my friend feels to speak English.

Βeni played football, so I went at school.

The compound sentence is a combination of two or more simple sentence or complex sentences. While the complex sentence has only one main clause, the compound has two or more independent clauses making statements, questions, or commands.

A compound sentence usually consists of more than one simple sentence (clause). All of the clauses in a compound sentence are independent and they are usually bound by co-coordinators, such as, and, but or and their substitutes e.g.
Everyone was in the hall and the door had been closed.

The compound sentences in Albanian language are: (in the following all the noun we will underline)

a. Dikush këndonte dhe të tjerët flisin ngadalë.

b. Shiu kishte pushuar dhe qielli ishte kthjellur.

c. Koha ishte me shi dhe Beni dhe unë shpejtuan hapin dhe pas pak dëgjuam disa zëra duke ma thirrur, por ne nuk u ndalem, sepse nuk ia besonim se do të ndalet shiu.

d. Peshku në det e filterja në zgjarr.

By the Albanian sentences we can consider the noun is subject, direct and indirect object and predicate in the compound sentence. It is the same and in English language but of course with some different structure of using e.g.

A write with strong intelligence but weak invention in not likely to become a novelist. The Reverend Mr. Gaster begins Peacock’s series of gourmandizing

---

Panscope is his first and thinnest burlesque of Coleridge's transcendentalism.\textsuperscript{xv}

Arta suppose that she can use phone.

In a few minutes I'll ask him what he wants tomorrow.

Beni speaks English, but Tomi speaks Albanian.

Beni reads a book, however Arta reads a newspaper.

Toni reads newspaper, his friend reads magazine.

Arta suppose se ajo mund ta përdorë telefonin.

Për pak minuta unë do ta pyes atë çka ai dëshiron të bën nesër.

Complex sentences (fjali me nënrenditje) consist of a main clause with one or more subordinate clause. In both of languages this form of sentence is still complex by the structure. The noun is the same with function how is in the simple sentence (It can be subject, direct or indirect object, predicate etc.).

Beni reads newspaper\textsuperscript{xvi}, because the book is difficult.

Beni lexon gazetën, sepse libri është i vështirë.

This sentence is making by two sentences and the second is dependent clause.

Ne do të vazhdojmë të luajmë fotboll, nëse Agroni nuk vonohet.

I met him when I was at the university.

In Albanian and English we have a lot of subordinating conjunctions and by those we can know the form of structure.

A complex sentence has an independent clause joined by one or more dependent clauses. A complex sentence always has a subordinator such as because, since, after, although, or when or a relative pronoun such as that, who, which e.g.

The students are studying because they have a test tomorrow.

Studentët janë duke studiuar sepse kanë test nesër.

Arta and Beni went to the movies after they finished studying.

In describing the noun phrases or the head, around which the other constituents cluster and which dictates concord with other parts of the sentence:

The tall girl standing in the corner is my sister.

The tall girls standing in the corner are my sisters.

[The tall girl standing (which or who) has a blue sweaterë is my sister.

I saw the tall girl in [the corner (which or who) was full of people.\textsuperscript{xvii}


As the conclusion: In Albanian and English the complex sentence has one or more independent clause and one or more dependent clauses e.g.

**Nuk ishte vështrë** të parandalohej ç‘qëndrim do të mbanin ata dhe ç‘vendim do të merrnin. This sentence ka has this tree of diagram:

\[
\text{SP} \\
\text{S} \\
\text{Nuk ishte vështrë} \\
\text{S} \\
\text{të parandalohej} \\
\text{ç‘qëndrim do të mbanin ata} (dhe) \\
\text{ç‘vendim do të merrnin}
\]

This Albanian language the sentence is the complex that has one head sentence (**Nuk ishte vështrë**) and three another’s sentences which are dependents how are seeing by the tree of diagram. Complex sentences use subordination to show the relative importance of ideas in a sentence.

Independent Independent

**I like a teacher** and **the teacher likes me.**

\[
\text{S P DO} \quad \text{S P DO}
\]

Independent dependent

**I like a teacher** because he likes me.

\[
\text{S P DO} \quad \text{S P DO}
\]

In English language we have a lot of same sentence that the head is the noun e.g. John has worked in New York, because he liked it.

The function of noun in the simple or compound sentence can be subject, direct or indirect object, predicate nominal etc. The noun is the head in the sentence and can be complement in the simple or compound sentence.

---
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